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NSDI – Vision and Objectives

 National infrastructure for the availability  of 
and  access to organized spatial data 

 Use of the infrastructure at Community,  Local, 
State, Regional and National levels for 
sustaining economic growth

Vision

Objectives
 Develop and maintain standard digital collection 
of data 
 Develop common solutions for Discovery, 
Access and Use of spatial data in  response to the 
needs of diverse  user groups
 Increase the awareness and understanding of 
the vision, concepts and benefits of the NSDI 



Source: Geospatial Media 
Analysis (GMA) of 
Geospatial Media & 
Communications



Source: Geospatial Media Analysis (GMA) of Geospatial Media & 
Communications, NOIDA, India



Key Application Areas of 
Geospatial Technologies

Transportation
• Spot the train (Rail Radar)
• Multi‐modal route planning

• Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)

Power & Utilities
• Maintenance of Telecom Cables

• Identify shortest path for connecting habitations

Water Resources
• Locate water harvesting structures for groundwater

recharge



Urban Development
• Smart energy management

• Managing pollution sources in a city

Disaster Management
• Evacuation Planning

• Allocating an FPS amongst a group of villages
during a flood event/ submergence

Oil & Gas
• Oil pipeline alignment to avoid forests and habitations

Key Applications of 
Geospatial Technologies (Contd.)



















Uttarakhand Geoportal – UKSDI (Implementation: UCoST, De’dun & KU, Nainital/ 
Almora)



Educational Institutions



Reserved Forest



Applications suggested by Almora District under 
Uttarakhand SDI through Govt. Order

( OM No. 4876/S.P.A./G.P.S.Cell/2017-18  Dated- 22/01/2018)

1. Police Department
2. Primary  Health  Centre
3. Public Work s Department
4. Tourism Department 
5. District electoral Department
6. District Supply Department
7. Uttrakhand  Renewable 

Energy Development Agency
8. Forest Department
9. Child development 

Department
10. Agriculture Department
11.Irrigation Department.
12.Pey Jal nigam
13.Rural Work Department
14.District industries centre
15.Jila Panchayat Department
16.Abkari Department

17. Dairy Development
18. Electricity Department
19. Swajal Vibhag-
20. District Employment Exchange 

office
21. District Disaster Management 

Department
22. District Sports Department
23. D.R.D.A.
24. Jila Yuva Kalyan And Prantiya

Rakhshak Dal
25. Minor Saving Department
26. Education Department
27. Fisheries Department
28. Silk Department
29. Jal Sansthan
30. P.M.G.S.Y. Almora
31. Co-operative Department
32. Panch Sthaniya Almora 



Relevant Extract from Almora OM Dated 22 Jan 2018



End User/
Decision-maker
(Stakeholders) Data Providers

(Shareholders)

User/ Web 
applications Bind

Publish
Find

Catalogues,
National Data 
Registry (NDR)

Databases (Oracle Spatial, 
Shape files, DGN files, raster 

files etc.)

Service-oriented Architecture



Case‐study : Train Route/ Position Enquiry App
Source 1 : railway track data

- available as WMS from NSDI

Source 2 : train locations by time
- available in a DB at IRCTC/ IITB
- packaged as REST service

App : to show train position on 
map as it travels

Steps : 
0. Create data registry using 

Geonetwork tool
1. Register the two sources

App actions:
2. Look up details of services in 

registry : where, what format, …
3.  Access data directly from sources



Applications and R & D (contd..)













NSDI Application Portal
The NSDI Application portal provides shared and trusted geospatial data, 
services, and applications for use by the public and by government 
agencies and partners to meet their mission needs. 

NSDI Application portal users have access to

Authoritative data to support informed decision making
Reusable applications and services for governmental and 

nongovernmental use
A shared infrastructure that can host Nodal Agencies data and 

applications
A focal point where governmental, academic, private, and public data can 

be visualized together to inform national and regional issues

Front Page



Project Creation on QGIS before publishing on the web
WMS and WFS Interoperable Services are consumed in QGIS, create the desire 
project and published on the web



Layers Settings of WMS and WFS consumed for publishing on the web



Map options settings for different map tools, scales, map 
extent etc.



Project Properties Settings for publishing on the web



Project Properties Settings for different layer for publishing 
on the web and testing the configuration



Login Page of the Portal



Users Right Management



Creating Users and Managing Their Rights



Map Configuration management by Administrator



Log monitoring for log count of different project access



Log details of different users, their access resources 
and project with time



NSDI Applications



NSDI Application Metadata with Web Map Service URL and map 
loading link



Project loaded with different interoperable services on mapviewer









IIT Kgp Training Programme, July 2016





Recommendations (Draft) of the 
Workshop on “Coordinated Preparation of National 

Foundation Spatial Data for Gram Panchayat and Ward 
Level Mapping” held at 

Bhubaneswar on 
18-22 December 2018 



i. Components of various high resolution foundation spatial data like plots, 
elevation, underlying geodetic reference network (derived from the national 
geodetic frame of Survey of India); transportation; physical assets; land use 
& land cover (levels IV and V) acquired by various Line Departments should 
be compiled and developed as authoritative, seamless; up-to-date; 
accurate; and standards-based state level foundation data and made 
accessible to governmental end users and applications.

ii. Above data sets should also be made accessible to National Mapping 
Agencies/ NSDI Partnering Agencies for the development and maintenance 
of National Foundation Spatial Data (NFSD) for countrywide authorized use.

iii. Above standards-based State Foundation Spatial Data Sets, once made 
sharable and accessible by the State Geoportal should be used as the 
foundation or base for adding other thematic geometric features, attributes; 
and other details for the preparation of  Sample applications in sectors like 
Forests, Industry; Health; Physical Assets etc. have been demonstrated to 
the participants. High resolution foundation data like administrative 
boundary (panchayat/ ward along with MoPR’s LGD codes for linking with 
attributes), plot boundary; land use & land cover (levels IV and V); transport 
network etc. have been used. These data sets should be maintained as 
data assets and shared with contributing participants and for governmental 
applications with standardized metadata.



iv. Since the NFSD data assets have to be developed once and used many times by 
several Line Departments and Survey Agencies, their life cycles should be 
determined and managed appropriately. To begin with, collaborative projects 
should be implemented between DST, Govt. of India and the State Governments, 
preferably in a 70:30 cost sharing mode.

v. A state level geospatial data register/ catalogue covering meaning of each 
geometric feature and associated attributes, the feature data model; domain 
values for the attributes; underlying geodetic datum and projection for each 
feature etc. should be developed and made accessible to end users/ applications.

vi. Data models prepared using standards-based Conceptual Schema Language 
(CSL) like Unified Modelling Langugage (UML) are essential for sharing the data 
for the coordinated preparation and Data Life Cycle Management of Foundation 
Spatial Data Sets from multiple sources/ Line Departments. Each Line 
Department should publish its spatial data model with the assistance of ORSAC 
or its own consultant using the CSL standard. For example, cadastral data of the 
DoR/ SSLR should be modeled for publishing the data model to facilitate data 
preparation and integration.

Recommendations (Draft) Contd..



vii. Geospatial cloud should be deployed or adopted as a part of the State Data 
Centre (SDC) for hosting effective and efficient geospatial application or solution 
services using large volume data sets of State SDIs. Scaling versus performance 
issues need to be decided based on the total number of users and concurrent 
users.

viii. Based on the deliberations on the utility of different approaches (e.g. drones 
(UAVs), aerial photos, and LIDAR etc.) to data capture for overcoming data gaps 
and their cost-effectiveness in the preparation/ maintenance of high resolution 
foundational spatial data sets, it was recommended that aerial LIDAR and 
photograph based approach should be adopted.

ix. Each State SDI team should develop and host WMS/ WFS of a reliable and 
accurate village boundary data set created out of the available with it after 
harmonizing those with the plot boundaries and linked to respective Census and 
Local-Government Directory (LGD) codes.

x. Taking into account the on-going application-related activities at ORSAC for the 
Forests, Revenue, and Industries (e.g. ORSAC’s Go[i]-Plus application), and the 
data layers utilized in those applications, framing data content standards in

Recommendations (Draft) Contd..



forests, cadastres; geology and soils etc., inputs from the Odisha and other 
State SDIs should be taken up with the involvement of concerned scientists from 
ORSAC. The data content standards form the starting point for implementing the 
National Data Registry (NDR) of NSDI.

xi. Airborne LIDAR with photo should be used for urban area (ward level) survey to 
produce the foundation data sets for features like elevation, land use land cover; 
physical assets etc. and made sharable as standards-based services (e.g. 
CityGML data service) from the State Geoportal with the concerned end user 
departments. Underlying activities should be coordinated by the respective State 
SDI Teams by securing high resolution precise GCPs from Survey of India, data 
sets from and participation/ involvement of the concerned Smart City 
Organisation/ Urban Development/ Property Tax or other Departments of the 
State; and a suitable vendor having competence in such survey activities.

xii. For the purpose of immediate design, implementation and utilization of the 
foundational data sets/ outputs of the LIDAR Surveys for the State SDIs in GIS 
applications/ workflows in order for early return on investments, exact

Recommendations (Draft) Contd..



Recommendations (Draft) Contd..

applications and workflows of the concerned participating end user 
departments should be captured and documented by the State SDI teams in 
consultation with them on a priority basis.

xiii. A separate road map should be prepared for coordinated implementation of 
State SDIs in the North Easter Region considering the present status of 
meagre availability of high resolution foundation spatial data sets in the 
respective State Governments. Towards this goal, an NSDI orientation 
workshop should be organized for officials and scientists from all the States 
in the Region in order to sensitize them on the benefits and relevance of 
SDI to decentralized planningand governance. High resolution foundation 
data sets should be prepared using aerial LIDAR and photograph-based 
approach in selected NE States on a pilot basis, to begin with, for 
demonstrating their usefulness in real-life GIS application development. 
Collaborative projects between DST, Govt. of India and the State 
Governments in the North East should be fully supported by the Central 
Government through the funding mechanisms of the Ministry of 
Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER) or the North Eastern 
Council (NEC).



Thank You

www.nsdi.gov.in


